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ABSTRACT

Non-volatile memory allows direct access to persistent storage

via a load/store interface. However, because the cache is volatile,

cached updates to persistent state will be dropped after a power

loss. Failure-atomicity NVM libraries provide the means to apply

sets of writes to persistent state atomically. Unfortunately, most of

these libraries impose significant overhead.

This work proposes Clobber-NVM, a failure-atomicity library

that ensures data consistency by reexecution. Clobber-NVM’s novel

logging strategy, clobber logging, records only those transaction in-

puts that are overwritten during transaction execution. Then, after

a failure, it recovers to a consistent state by restoring overwritten

inputs and reexecuting any interrupted transactions. Clobber-NVM

utilizes a clobber logging compiler pass for identifying the minimal

set of writes that need to be logged. Based on our experiments, clas-

sical undo logging logs up to 42.6× more bytes than Clobber-NVM,

and requires 2.4× to 4.7×more expensive ordering instructions (e.g.,

clflush and sfence). Less logging leads to better performance:

Relative to prior art, Clobber-NVM provides up to 2.5× performance

improvement over Mnemosyne, 2.6× over Intel’s PMDK, and up to

8.1× over HP’s Atlas.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Non-volatile memories (NVMs) can expose persistent storage as

fast, byte-addressable main memory, and allow the processor to

access persistent data via load and store instructions directly using

the memory bus.

The durability of NVMs enables applications’ in-memory data

to live beyond process lifetimes and even across system reboots

and unexpected power failures, but leveraging this capability is

not simple. As caches are volatile, their contents cannot survive a

power loss, and, since caches may delay evicting a modified cache

line, writes may not reach NVMs in program execution order. These

limitations mean that in the case of an unexpected power loss, a set

of logically atomic updates may be torn with only a subset of them

reaching NVM, leaving persistent data in an inconsistent state.

NVM libraries aim to facilitate NVM programming. These li-

braries provide failure-atomicity for specified code regions: all

writes within a specified code region will survive a power loss

and become persistent in NVM, or none will. These transaction-

like, łall-or-nothingž semantics make programming on NVM easier

and hide architectural and caching details from programmers.

Failure-atomicity libraries give programmers the ability to des-

ignate failure-atomic code regions (transactions), but this support

comes with high performance overhead. Most industrial failure

atomicity systems [5, 48] use an undo logging approach. In undo

logging systems, where incomplete transactions are undone, the

logging of the old value must occur before each write. Undo-based

systems have an significant advantage in that reads do not need

be redirected via an interposition layer, but at the cost of many

expensive persistence ordering fences [46].

To avoid the high logging cost, JUSTDO logging [33] proposed

recovery-via-resumption. In contrast to undo logging, JUSTDO log-

ging tracks enough program state (including the program counter)

to resume a failure-atomic operation at recovery, resuming exe-

cution from the interrupted instruction. Subsequent work in iDO

logging [42] dramatically increased performance by exploiting re-

gions of code that are idempotent (a segment of code that does

not overwrite its inputs). However, the runtime overhead of these

systems remains quite high.

In this work, we propose Clobber-NVM, an NVM library that

ensures failure-atomicity by reexecuting interrupted transactions.

Clobber-NVM relies on a new logging method Ð clobber logging,

which merges undo logging with recovery-via-resumption. Clob-

ber logging undo logs any transaction inputs overwritten during

transaction execution. If a transaction is interrupted by a failure,

clobber logging recovers by first restoring the transaction’s over-

written inputs then, subsequently, reexecuting the transaction to

completion. This strategy result in our system requiring far less

logging than traditional undo-based systems since it only logs a
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few inputs Ð in our experiments we reduce the log sizes by 1.1× to

42.6×, and the log count (ordering fences) by 2.4× to 4.7×.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• It presents clobber logging, a novel, recovery-via-resumption

strategy that reduces log size and ordering fence frequency

by only recording overwritten transaction inputs.

• It presents a clobber logging compiler pass for identifying

those transaction inputs that need to be logged.

• It introduces Clobber-NVM, a compiler-based failure-atomicity

solution based on recovery-via-resumption.

• It demonstrates that Clobber-NVM’s performance compares

favorably with the existing state-of-the-art systems, provid-

ing up to 2.5× improvement over Mnemosyne and 2.6× over

Intel’s PMDK, and up to 8.1× improvement over HP’s Atlas.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-

vides some background on NVMs and motivates Clobber-NVM.

We discuss the clobber logging design and Clobber-NVM system

implementation in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5

showcases the performance of Clobber-NVM. We discuss related

work in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides necessary background and clarifies assump-

tions about our target systems. We begin by describing the expected

machine model and programming model, then provide necessary

concepts for our program analysis.

2.1 Machine Model

Clobber-NVM is designed for a modern machine equipped with

some nonvolatile memory (e.g. Intel Optane DC PMM’s [32]). This

multicore, cache-coherent machine contains a set of processing

cores, with private and shared write-back caches. The caches con-

tain a program’s current working set, loaded from the backing

memory, which consists of both nonvolatile memory and tradi-

tional DRAM. Stores issued by the cores modify cache lines in the

caches; subsequent cache line evictions write the modified data

back to either volatile (DRAM) or nonvolatile memory, depending

on the cache line’s physical address. The hardware manages the

cache line eviction policy, it may not evict cache lines in the same

order they were modified. Moreover, writes are not persistent as

long as they reside in the volatile cache.

The existence of volatile caches with uncontrolled eviction poli-

cies means that the programmer needs to reason about the order in

which data updates reach nonvolatile memory. For example, in a

stack push() operation, the node must be created and made persis-

tent before pointed to by the top pointer. Otherwise the top pointer

could be evicted from the cache and become persistent, while its

target node, still in the volatile caches, could be lost in a power

outage, leaving behind a dangling, persistent, pointer.

To avoid these inconsistencies, programmers must use cache-

flush and memory-barrier instructions to enforce the ordering of

stores into NVM. For example, on Intel CPUs, the clflush or clwb

instructions explicitly force a dirty cache line into memory, and

sfence ensures subsequent writes will not complete until previous

flushes that issued before the sfence have reached memory. How-

ever, frequent ordering fences limit the overlapping of long-latency

flush instructions, result in high runtime overhead [28].

We expect hybrid machines with both NVM and DRAM in the

near term. It is important for the programmer to specify whether the

manipulated memory is volatile or not. Programmers can mark re-

gions of the program’s address space nonvolatile, and these memory

regions are associated each with some named file in a NVM-aware

file system [9, 57, 59]. In the event of a failure, the file system can

remap the file into another process’s address space for recovery

and further use. For managing, naming, and allocating from these

NVM regions/files, we leverage Intel’s PMDK library.

2.2 Programming Model

Clobber-NVM is one of many failure-atomicity libraries that provide

a simpler programming model for NVM: we describe this model

here. With these libraries, a programmer can designate a region of

code to be failure-atomic, that is, all of the code region’s effects will

survive a failure (e.g. power loss), or none will. Once the effects of

the code region are guaranteed to survive a crash, the operation

is committed. In general, in order to ensure failure-atomicity, it

is necessary to log extra information during normal execution to

support recovery after a failure. Recovery code can then use this

extra, logged information to clean up interrupted failure-atomic

operations and return back to a consistent state.

In the literature, these failure-atomic code regions (or operations)

are often termed failure-atomic sections (FASEs), or transactions.

Generally speaking, the boundaries of the transaction are program-

mer defined using some interface of the underlying failure atomic-

ity runtime. Note that these transactions are not traditional ACID

(Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) transactions [25, 27]

Ð depending on the system, they may or may not provide isolation.

That said, many failure-atomicity libraries link failure atomicity

to concurrency control, either by building full ACID semantics or

marking lock-protected critical sections as failure-atomic regions.

Clobber-NVM is a recovery-via-resumption failure-atomicity

system. In these systems, interrupted transactions are resumed;

this strategy stands in contrast to more traditional undo [5, 48] and

redo [29, 41, 55] logging based systems, where interrupted failure-

atomic updates roll back. Recovery-via-resumption requires saving

sufficient program state such that resumption is possible.

Clobber-NVM uses an interface of transactions conceptually

compatible with Intel’s PMDK [48] library. Following this interface,

we expect the programmer to explicitly mark failure atomic trans-

actions. Furthermore, following PMDK’s concurrency model, we

expect transactions to acquire and release locks in a conservative,

strong strict two-phase locking pattern [49, 56]: that is, locks pro-

tect memory locations from data races; transactions acquire the

associated lock at transaction begin and in a fixed order (to prevent

deadlock); transactions hold the locks until transaction commit.

Assuming the programmer follows these constraints, both PMDK

and Clobber-NVM transactions provide true ACID semantics.

2.3 Program Analysis Definitions

Clobber-NVM’s design relies on compiler dependency analysis to

minimize the amount of logging needed for proper reexecution
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and recovery of interrupted transactions. We describe key concepts

required for this analysis here.

A Clobber-NVM transaction is a programmer-delineated code

region with a single entry and (possibly) multiple exits. Following

standard terminology [15], a code region (resp. transaction) output

is a variable value which is assigned within the region and is live-

out from its exit. That is, a region output is a value written in

the region and read after it. Similarly, we define a code region

(resp. transaction) input to be a variable value that is live-in to the

region and used within the region. That is, a region input is a value

assigned before the region’s execution and read within it. Note that

both inputs and outputs refer to values, not variables (a natural

consequence of LLVM’s SSA-based [19, 21] program represention).

A code region is deterministic if, for a given set of inputs, it

always produces the same set of outputs. Clobber-NVM expects its

transactions to be deterministic, and to not cause runtime errors

or program exits (e.g., segmentation faults). This assumption is

universal for recovery-via-resumption systems [2, 33, 42].

3 CLOBBER LOGGING DESIGN

Clobber logging is a recovery strategy that minimizes logging calls

and log size by recording overwritten inputs to a transaction. If the

transaction is interrupted, recovery proceeds by restoring the over-

written inputs then reeexecuting the transaction. Clobber logging’s

key insight is that logging only overwritten inputs is sufficient

to reexecute a transaction with the exact same results, and, as a

consequence, values at other addresses never need to be logged,

since they will be overwritten upon reexecution.

Following the concepts introduced in Section 2.3, we deem a

transaction input a clobbered input if it may be overwritten within

this transaction, and term this write a clobber write. Clobbered

inputs are a problem for reexecution. If an input is clobbered during

transaction execution, reexecuting the code will use a new value

for the input.

3.1 Undo-Then-Reexecute

To understand how clobber logging can ensure failure atomicity,

we first describe a naive version of clobber logging that ignores

dependency analysis. We term this explanatory failure-atomicity

strategy undo-then-reexecute.

At every store, undo-then-reexecute records an undo log entry

containing the old, overwritten value. On recovery, it replays the

undo log backwards, leaving erasing all effects of the transaction.

Instead of stopping at this point (as conventional undo logging

would), undo-then-reexecute then reexecutes the transaction from

start to finish.

Undo-then-reexecute differs from classical undo logging in a few

notable ways. First, it recovers the program state to a point after the

interrupted transaction, as opposed to before. Second, once started,

a transaction never rolls back, so a transaction can be marked as

committed soon as it begins. Finally, undo-then-reexecute assumes

that inputs unmodified by the transaction will be available for

reexecution during recovery. In ourmachinemodel, this assumption

does not hold for data in DRAM or shared with other threads. Inputs

in volatile memorywill disappear during a power failure, and shared

inputs might change prior to reexecution.

User 
Application

clobber_log 
Analysis and 

Instrumentation

NVM access 
Instrumentation

v_log 
Instrumentation

Compiler

Compile

clobber_log
Callback

v_log 
Management

Recovery 
Routine

Runtime

Link
Executable

Figure 1: Clobber-NVM system overview

A correct version of undo-then-reexecute must address these

challenges: First, it must make a persistent copy of volatile inputs so

they are available after restart. Second, it must adapt a concurrency

model that prevents transaction inputs from being changed after

being read and transaction outputs from being read before commit

(e.g. through its locking scheme).

3.2 Improving Performance

Undo-then-reexecute and undo logging are both slow since they

log the same information at every store. For a NVM library to opti-

mize undo-then-reexecute, it should attempt to remove extraneous

logging. First, it should understand what logging is truly necessary

in order to ensure that reexecution gives the same result. Second,

it should understand what logging operations are unnecessary be-

cause it will reexecute the transaction.

To ensure reexecution of a transaction gives the same result, the

transaction needs to be deterministic and have the same inputs

(arguments and memory state) as the previous interrupted execu-

tion. This is why the undo-then-reexecute strategy needs the łundož

step: it needs to revert the transaction’s clobbered inputs to their

unmodified state.

However, undo logging records more than the clobbered trans-

action inputs: it also records the old values before writes to the

transaction output addresses (e.g. modified memory locations). Tra-

ditional undo logging relies on these records to roll back the trans-

action’s changes. But undo-then-reexecute does not need to undo

its changes. Because it will reexecute the transaction, and the trans-

action will write the same values to the same memory locations,

any written data from the previous execution will be regenerated

and overwritten.

3.3 Clobber Logging

The clobber logging strategy is simply this: undo-then-reexecute,

but only undo log before clobber writes. Like any correct undo-then-

reexecute strategy on a persistent memory system, clobber logging

needs to preserve volatile inputs and adapt an appropriate concur-

rency scheme. Clobber logging optimizes undo-then-reexecute by

logging the clobbered inputs and ensuring all non-clobber inputs

are available during recovery. Then, it reexecutes the transactions

to produce the correct results. As we will show, clobber logging

require less logging and incurs lower runtime overheads than con-

ventional undo logging.

4 CLOBBER-NVM IMPLEMENTATION

The Clobber-NVM failure-atomicity system is a joint compiler/run-

time library. Key system components are shown in Figure 1.
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Our compiler extension, built on top of LLVM [21, 37], is prin-

cipally used to identify clobber writes within transactions using

dependency analysis. Due to aliasing, this identification requires

significant reasoning about dependency chains. After this analysis,

the compiler adds callbacks to both clobber writes and to memory

accesses within transactions to automate logging and recovery.

Our runtime library manages the program during execution

and recovery. It catches callbacks inserted by the compiler and

programmer and directs the accesses to the appropriate logs. The

runtime manages two logs: the clobber_log, which logs clobbered

inputs, and the v_log, which logs volatile transaction inputs (inputs

that reside either on the stack or in the volatile heap and would not

be available during recovery. Usually these are function arguments).

The runtime will also initiate recovery of interrupted transac-

tions after a crash. Recovery, for each transaction, proceeds by first

restoring volatile state from the v_log and restoring clobbered state

from the clobber_log, then reexecuting the interrupted transac-

tion using the restored inputs.

To create a Clobber-NVM program, a developer needs to write

transactions in a manner that meets our programming model, com-

pile using our compiler with its extensions, and link to our runtime

library. Recovering a Clobber-NVM program is done by restarting

the program.

4.1 Using Clobber-NVM

Clobber-NVM’s C programming model is designed to be easily

used Ð most of its annotations and requirements have equivalents

in Intel’s PMDK library.

Figure 2(a) shows an example transaction written for Clobber-

NVM, which executes a persistent list insertion (the equivalent

PMDK C and C++ code are also shown). First, note the Clobber-

NVM transaction is isolated within a function (line 1), termed the

txfunc. Clobber-NVM’s compiler instruments the call-site to col-

lect the function name and its arguments within the v_log, and the

function provides a convenient handle to initiate reexecution.

Upon entering the function, the appropriate locks are acquired on

both persistent data (the list) and the volatile data (the new value).

As with PMDK, transactions must be synchronized using conserva-

tive, strong strict two-phase locking for proper recovery [51]. We

use the txbegin macro to start the actual transaction (line 4). As

we intend to use a volatile non-local pointer within the transaction,

we must record it using the vlog_preserve macro (line 5). With

locks acquired and volatile inputs recorded, we can execute the

transaction.

At the transaction’s beginning, we allocate memory from NVM

using the pmalloc interface (lines 6 and 7). Note that on line 12,

we will change the list head to the new node, thereby clobbering a

transaction input Ð this clobbered input will be identified automat-

ically by the compiler, and then recorded by the runtime. Also note

that Clobber-NVM does not require special macros when accessing

persistent memory Ð the appropriate callbacks are added by the

compiler. Assuming no power loss, the transaction will terminate

and commit with the txend macro (line 13), and release its locks

(line 14).

4.2 Runtime and Callbacks

Clobber-NVM’s runtime manages the program’s persistent state

during execution and recovery. This task requires it to manage a

few internal structures and to catch all necessary callbacks, added

by both the user and the compiler.

The user is responsible for invoking four callbacks. The txbegin

and txend macros inform the runtime of a starting or committing

transaction, triggering a persistent update of the transaction’s sta-

tus. The pmalloc macros informs the runtime to allocate memory

from NVM, instead of DRAM. As the application’s semantics de-

cide which sets of writes should happen failure-atomically and

which memory allocation should allocate from NVM, the compiler

is unable to assist with these callbacks. The vlog_preserve macro

informs the runtime that some volatile non-local pointer input

will be used during transaction execution Ð this input must be pre-

served persistently in the v_log. As compiler analysis is necessarily

incomplete with respect to the transaction’s read set, and as the

appropriate v_log callbacks must occur at transaction begin, the

developer must provide this information.

The compiler inserts other callbacks handled by the runtime.

The first type of callback occurs at possible clobber write sites.

This callback triggers a logging action in the runtime to record the

clobbered inputs in its clobber_log. The second callback occurs

at every memory access, and allows the runtime to appropriately

swizzle pointers to support relocatable backing NVM storage. The

final callback occurs on the top of txfuncs Ð this callback is used

to record soon-to-begin transaction, collects the function name and

its arguments.

Our runtime is implemented over Intel’s PMDK v1.6 libpmemobj

Ð it replaces the transaction, logging, allocation, and recovery man-

agement but preserves the user-facing interface for NVM region

management and crash detection. In particular, Clobber-NVM’s run-

time manages two key logging systems: the clobber_log, which

holds clobbered inputs, and the v_log, which holds both volatile

inputs and tracks ongoing transaction state. Every ongoing trans-

action maintains one log v_log entry.

Our clobber_log is built over PMDK’s undo log API. This de-

sign choice leaves Clobber-NVM’s clobber_log very simple, and

provides an additional benefit Ð as PMDK’s performance improves,

so does Clobber-NVM.

In contrast, the v_log is directly managed by the runtime. We

manage the per-thread v_log using a global linked list resident in

persistent memory, and allocate it on thread creation. The thread

will use this log to manage its (at most one) active transaction. Using

both the vlog_preserve macro and the compiler instrumented

callback on entry into the txfunc, the log records the function

arguments, function name and additional needed volatile data in

the log at transaction begin. We use a single bit in each v_log to

decide if re-execution is necessary on its corresponding thread.

When the transaction begins, it is marked as ongoing, and the bit

is cleared at commit.

4.3 Recovery

Clobber-NVM recovers NVM data to a consistent state via re-

execution. We here describe the Clobber-NVM’s recovery process.
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1 void plist_ins(plist∗ lst, char∗ v,

2 size_t vsz, lock∗ v_lk){

3 lock(lst->lk); lock(v_lk);

4 txbegin();

5 vlog_preserve(v,vsz);

6 pnode∗ n = pmalloc(sizeof(pnode));

7 n->val = pmalloc(strlen(v));

8 strcpy(n->val, v);

9 n->nxt = lst->hd;

10 // lst->hd is a clobbered input

11 // and will be clobber logged

12 lst->hd = n;

13 txend();

14 unlock(lst->lk); unlock(v_lk);

15 }

(a) Clobber-NVM

16 void plist_ins(TOID(plist) lst,

17 char∗ v, lock∗ v_lk){

18 lock(lst->lk); lock(v_lk);

19 TX_BEGIN(pop){

20 TOID(struct pnode) n =

21 TX_NEW(struct pnode);

22 D_RW(n)->val =

23 TX_NEW(strlen(v));

24 TX_ADD_FIELD(n, val);

25 strcpy(D_RW(n)->val, v);

26 TX_ADD_FIELD(n, nxt);

27 D_RW(n)->nxt = D_RO(lst)->hd;

28 TX_ADD_FIELD(lst, hd);

29 D_RW(lst)->hd = D_RO(n);

30 }TX_END {}

31 unlock(lst->lk); unlock(v_lk);

32 }

(b) PMDK C

33 void plist::ins(char∗ v,

34 lock∗ v_lk){

35 auto p = pool_by_vptr(this);

36 transaction::run(p,[this,v]{

37 auto n =

38 make_persistent<pnode>(v);

39 strcpy(n->val, v);

40 n->nxt = this->hd;

41 this->hd = n;

42 },this->lk,v_lk);

43 }

(c) PMDK C++

Figure 2: List insert operation using PMDK and Clobber-NVM

Figure 3(top row) shows a transaction progressing through nor-

mal execution. At transaction begin (top left), its inputs are already

initialized and its outputs have not yet been touched. As the trans-

action executes (Figure 3, top center), it reads inputs, from both

NVM and DRAM, and writes to output addresses to both NVM and

DRAM. Note that some writes to output addresses may be clobber

writes and will overwrite some inputs. During normal execution,

the transaction will progress to completion and commit (Figure 3,

top right), completely writing all outputs.

A transaction interrupted by a crash follows a different path.

As with normal execution, the transaction starts with initialized

inputs and untouched outputs (Figure 3, top left), then progresses

through execution by writing to some output addresses (Figure 3,

top center), including clobber writes. However, a power failure

during execution drops the transaction to the recovery path.

After the power loss, the transaction loses all volatile memory

and some NVM values that still resided in the machine’s (volatile)

caches (Figure 3, bottom left). At restart, Clobber-NVM first detects

if there are any uncommitted, ongoing transactions using the per-

thread v_logs. Using the transaction’s logs, Clobber-NVM restores

both the volatile and clobbered inputs, though the values at output

addresses may still be inconsistent (Figure 3, bottom center).

With its inputs restored, the transaction is ready to restart (Fig-

ure 3, bottom right). Clobber-NVM recovers each thread indepen-

dently Ð a valid strategy since our locking scheme ensures all

ongoing transaction lock sets are disjoint. To recover a transaction,

the corresponding txfunc is called, reexecuting the transaction

from the beginning. Once the transaction executes past the point

when the failure happened, the transaction has overwritten any

incomplete values, erasing any inconsistencies caused by the power

loss (Figure 3, top center). The transaction will continue to progress

to completion and commit (Figure 3, top right).

4.4 Compiler

Clobber-NVM compiler identifies clobber writes and insert other

utility callbacks.

The first compiler pass identifies writes within a transaction that

may clobber an input, then instruments the clobber_log callback

before the writes happen. This pass relies on classic alias analysis

Txn

NVM

DRAM
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Out
In

NVM

DRAM
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NVM

DRAM
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Txn
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NVM
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Figure 3: Recovery process of one transaction. The In

and Out indicates input and output addresses within both

DRAM and NVM.

to identify clobber writes. However, this basic alias analysis is not

necessarily precise and may over identify clobber writes, though

this is a performance, not a safety issue. The pass subsequently

refines the result through novel analysis propagation.

Then the second pass adds callbacks to all memory accesses:

these callbacks allow the system to intercept accesses to NVM and,

as necessary, swizzle the pointers to redirect the accesses to the

relocatable backing region. Finally, the third pass instruments the

code for recovery: it adds v_log callbacks to the txfunc to record

their names and arguments.

Clobber-NVM’s compiler is built on top of LLVM [21, 37]. We

use clang [17] as the frontend compiler to translates C/C++ code to

LLVM IR, and introduce the three passes [20] described above to

the LLVM compiler toolchain. All passes operate on LLVM IR [19].

In the remainder of this subsection, we describe our clobber

write identifying pass in detail, starting with the conservative im-

plementation, then describing our iterative refinement.

Conservative ClobberWrites Identification Clobber-NVM’s

conservative clobber write identification follows two steps. The

first step identifies candidate input reads, that is, reads that could

conceivably be the first operation on a value. The second step uses

these reads to find candidate clobber writes, that is, writes that

could conceivably overwrite an input. Note that both steps are

conservative Ð all possible input reads and all possible clobber

writes will be candidates.
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Figure 5: Removing false candidate clobber writes

The identification pass relies on LLVM alias analysis [18] to

identify candidate input reads and clobber writes. Alias analysis

produces pair-wise results that indicate two memory accesses (1)

cannot, (2) may or (3) must point to the same location.

Using alias analysis, the first step traverses all reads in the trans-

action, searching for candidate input reads. Reads that are dom-

inated by an earlier write (all paths to the read first execute the

write), and whose dominating write must modify the same address,

cannot be candidate input reads. All other reads are labeled as a

candidate input read. Figure 4(left) shows this process.

In the second step, the compiler identifies candidate clobber

writes for each candidate input read. Candidate clobber writes

include all successor writes (writes that may be executed after the

input read) that may write to the same address as the input read.

Figure 4(right) shows this identification.

At this point, the compiler has conservatively identified all clob-

ber writes, but some candidates may never overwrite an input.

Figure 4(right) shows an example of such a candidate clobber write

on line 6: the input will already be clobbered on line 5.

DependencyAnalysis Propagation To reduce Clobber-NVM’s

logging cost, we perform additional dependency analysis propaga-

tion to remove candidate clobber writes that, upon further analysis,

can never be true clobber writes. We target two general types of

false clobber candidates.

The first type of false clobber candidate we term unexposed.

This false candidate may indeed be the first write to overwrite a

candidate input, but, if it does Ð it is provable the input candidate

is a false input. The scenario is shown in Figure 5(left). In this

scenario, the candidate input read is dominated by some earlier

write. Since the earlier write and the read may not access the same

location, the read is considered a candidate input. The subsequent

write may also access the read’s location, and so it is considered

to be a clobber candidate. However, both writes are guaranteed to

access the same location through alias analysis Ð as a consequence,

if the later write overwrites the read, the read cannot be an input

(it will be dominated by the earlier write).

The second type of false clobber write candidate is a candidate

which is shadowed by some earlier clobber write. A shadowed

candidate may indeed overwrite an input, but if it does, it is guaran-

teed that some earlier write already clobbered it. This relationship

requires two conditions. First, it requires some earlier write to dom-

inates the shadowed write. Secondly, the alias relationship between

the input read, earlier write, and shadowed write must ensure that

if the shadowed write does overwrite the input, the earlier write

will have first. There are three alias combinations between the three

accesses that meet these criteria: they are shown in Figure 5(right).

In practice, this kind of false candidate occurs often in loops: the

first iteration clobbers the input, but subsequent iterations do not

need to log.

Our analysis searches for both types of false clobber candidates

by iterating over every pair of a candidate clobber write and its

corresponding input read, and then looking for an additional write

that would then form one of these four cases.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Clobber-NVM’s performance to provide

answers to the following questions:

• How much improvement does Clobber-NVM provide for

persistent data structures compared to other libraries?

• What is the reason for Clobber-NVM’s high performance?

• What is Clobber-NVM’s recovery overhead compared to

PMDK?

• What is Clobber-NVM’s performance on application-level

code?

• How does the underlying data structure of an application

affect its performance when build with Clobber-NVM?

• What is the effectiveness of Clobber-NVM compiler opti-

mization?

• How much longer does it take for an application to compile

with Clobber-NVM, compared to Clang?

Our experimental workloads include four data structure bench-

marks and three recoverable applications.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

We compare against three popular NVMM libraries with Clobber-

NVM.

PMDK [48] is Intel’s failure atomicity library. Its later versions

use hybrid undo-redo logging techniques [30]. The technique is

based on a combination of undo logging for modify a group of

memory atomically and redo logging for memory allocation and

deallocation [52]. Based on our experiments, PMDK v1.6 generally

provides the best performance among all available versions Ð we

show this version in all experiments.

Atlas [5] is another undo-log system that allows for complicated

locking schemes within failure-atomic regions. It uses lock opera-

tions to infer failure-atomic operation boundaries. Due to its weak

concurrency requirements, Atlas tracks dependencies between fail-

ure atomic operations and is prepared to rollback even completed
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operations Ð this dependency tracking incurs signficant runtime

cost [33].

Mnemosyne [55] is a redo-log based system. Unlike the other

systems, it uses the C++ transactional memory model to parallelize

code, instead of using locks.

Prior recovery-via-resumption systems (JUSTDO [33] and iDO [42])

do not have publically available implementations. To compare

Clobber-NVM’s performance with their’s, we implemented a com-

piler instrumentation pass to collect iDO’s transaction information.

We run the benchmarks on a platform with two 24-core Intel

Cascade Lake SP processors, running at 2.2 GHz. The platform has

a total of 192 GB of DRAM and 1.5 TB (6 ×256 GB) of Intel Optane

DC Persistent Memory directly attached to each processor [32].

We configured our test machine such that Optane DCPMM is in

100% App Direct mode [1]. In this mode, software has direct byte-

addressable access to the Optane DCPMM. All experiments use

Ext4 to manage persistent pools and directly access NVM pages

via DAX [40].

5.2 Data Structure Benchmarks

In our first experiment, we compare Clobber-NVM’s throughput

with comparison systems on data structure benchmarks:

B+ Tree uses reader-writer locks at the granularity of individual

nodes, stores keys in the internal nodes, and adds both the key and

the value to the leaf nodes.

HashMap is adapted from the PMDK repository [31]. We create

256 instances of the HashMap, treat each one as a bucket, and

protect each bucket with a reader-writer lock.

Skiplist is a skiplist with 32 levels. We use a single global lock

for the entire data structure.

Red-Black Tree is implemented in accordance with the version

in Linux kernel. We use a global reader-writer lock for the tree.

On all data structures except B+ Tree, we insert key-value pairs

with key size 8 bytes and value size 256 bytes. On B+ Tree, the

inserted key size is 32 bytes. The benchmark runs YCSB [12] work-

loads against different versions of the data structures. It populates

each structure with 1 million entries (YCSB-Load workload).

Wemake the following observations. Firstly, for single thread, be-

cause undo-log entries are immediately followed by fence instruc-

tions, the number of log entries imposes more latency on Clobber-

NVM and undo-log systems compared to redo-log systems like

Mnemosyne. Hashmap insertion is relatively simple. So Clobber-

NVM shows over 2.13× performance of Mnemosyne on hashmap

benchmark. B+ Tree has the longest transaction. Mnemosyne can

provide performance comparable to Clobber-NVM, despite it actu-

ally logs much more data.

Secondly, Clobber-NVM always outperforms undo log systems

significantly on one thread. PMDK undo log shares the same log-

ging subsystem with Clobber-NVM clobber_log. But it usually

does significantly more undo log entries. Therefore, Clobber-NVM

shows 1.82× of its performance on average, and can perform up

to 2× compare to it on hashmap and skiplist. Atlas has to track

dependencies between transactions, which imposes significant run-

time overhead. On average, Clobber-NVM provides 4.3× of Atlas

performance.

Thirdly, on multithread workloads, scalablility of Clobber-NVM

and other lock-based system is mostly determined by the locking

scheme. It is the programmer’s responsibility to use finer gran-

ularity locks, in order to achieve good scalablility. For example,

Clobber-NVM shows the best scalablility on B+ Tree among all data

structures, since it uses per node granularity locks. Clobber-NVM

provides 1.8× of Mnemosyne performance, 6.6× of Atlas perfor-

mance, and 1.9× of PMDK performance. Since PMDK and Clobber-

NVM rely on the same underlying lock scheme, they scale similarly

across all data structures. Clobber-NVMoutperforms PMDK by over

1.9× across all data structures with 24 threads. On data structures

with a single global lock, Mnemosyne scales better than Clobber-

NVM and PMDK, result in matching Clobber-NVM performance

on rbtree and skiplist with 24 threads.

5.3 Performance Breakdown

In this experiment, using the same data structure benchmarks, we

incrementally enable different logs in Clobber-NVM and PMDK (full

undo log) to understand where the performance costs of Clobber-

NVM reside.

No-log is the baseline performance, where the data structures

do not do any logging. Clobber-NVM-vlog only does v_log in

Clobber-NVM. Clobber-NVM-clobberlog is Clobber-NVM that

only enables clobber_log. These three systems are not failure-

atomic. Clobber-NVM-full represents the full version of Clobber-

NVM. It does both v_log and clobber_log. PMDK shows PMDK’s

performance. It does full undo log for each transaction.

Here, we use one thread to insert key-value pairs from YCSB

benchmark. Figure 7 shows the measured logging overhead on

different data structure. In our evaluated workloads, Clobber-NVM-

vlog always have one log entry per transaction. Clobber-NVM-

clobberlog typically use 15.8% to 39.5% as many log entries as PMDK

per transaction, Clobber-NVM, in total, uses 21.5% to 42.3% as many

log entries as PMDK. Regarding the log size, PMDK requires 16.7× to

154.5× more bytes compared to Clobber-NVM-clobberlog. PMDK’s

log size is 1.2× to 58× of Clobber-NVM-vlog’s log size, and 1.1× to

42.6× of Clobber-NVM’s log size, depending on the data structure.

The comparison between Clobber-NVM-vlog and PMDK shows

that v_log is very cheap due to its implementation. On all data

structures, a great portion of log bytes are used in v_log (more

than 70%), but Clobber-NVM-vlog’s performance is comparable to

No-log on most data structures. The high performance of v_log

comes from two perspective Ð The v_log entry count is always

one for the whole transaction, result in only two necessary fences.

And the pre-allocated v_log buffer made it much faster compared

to traditional undo log entry.

Most of Clobber-NVM’s overhead is imposed by clobber_log.

Generally speaking, fewer log entries and smaller log size result in

better performance. And log entry count usually matters more than

log size, which is consistent with the fact that a fence is usually

more expensive than a flush.

The only exception is the hashmap. Its Clobber-NVM-vlog ver-

sion performs 10% slower than its Clobber-NVM-clobberlog ver-

sion, indicating that most of Clobber-NVM’s overhead is caused

by v_log on the hashmap insertion benchmark. On this bench-

mark, its clobber_log log count is one, and its log size is 8 bytes.
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Figure 7:Measuring the overhead of different logging strategies: different log count and log size result in different performance.

The operated key-value pair has key size 8 bytes (32 bytes for B+ Tree), and value size 256 bytes.

Because the v_log log size is much larger than the clobber_log

log size, v_log component causes more latency than clobber_log

component on the hashmap insertion.

5.4 Comparison to iDO

iDO is a state-of-the-art recovery-via-resumption library. iDO’s

compiler pass breaks transactions into a series of idempotent re-

gions, logging at the boundary between idempotent regions Ð fail-

ure during an iDO transaction triggers the reexecution of the idem-

potent code region, followed by the resumption of the remainder

of the interrupted transaction. Because its code is not publically

available, we reimplemented a compiler instrumentation pass to

instrument the code, and collect transaction information as iDO

would have.

iDO will always have the at least as many bytes persisted per

transaction as Clobber-NVM. iDO’s strategy of logging at the bound-

ary of idempotent code regions requires larger log entries than

Clobber-NVM Ð the log entries at each boundary require a snap-

shot of most registers, plus a flush and fence for any modified

memory location. The strategy generally also incurs more logging

calls than Clobber-NVM’s logging of clobber writes. Clobber-NVM

only needs to logwhen awrite clobbers a transaction input, whereas

iDO logging needs to log whenever a write clobbers an idempotent

region’s input (all transaction inputs are included in some region’s

input, but not all region inputs are transaction inputs as they may

be intermediate state local to the transaction). Additionally, iDO

places the program stack in persistent memory to avoid the need of
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Figure 8: Clobber-NVM and iDO log size per transaction

manually copying stack variables into the persistent heap on FASE

initialization [42] (the purpose of our v_log), but consequently

needs to track accesses to stack variables during transaction execu-

tion and log them if necessary.

As shown in Figure 8, iDO not only requires more logging points,

it also persists significantly more data. It logs 1× to 23× more

frequently compared to Clobber-NVM, depending on the specific

data structures and workload. On average, iDO logs 4.2×more bytes

than Clobber-NVM, and it logs up to 7.2× more bytes on skiplist

benchmark.

5.5 Recovery Overhead

In this experiment, we compare Clobber-NVM’s recovery overhead

with PMDK’s recovery overhead on the same four data structures.

Clobber-NVM’s recovery process is composed by three steps. Firstly,

it opens the persistent pool. Secondly, it applies the clobber_log

entries to their corresponding addresses. Lastly, it reads v_log

and re-executes the interrupted transactions based on valid v_log
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Figure 9: Recovery overhead on different data structure

entries. PMDK share the first two steps with Clobber-NVM, but in-

stead of applying clobber_log on selected addresses, it reads undo

log entries of uncommitted transactions, and rolls back the transac-

tion by rewriting the values in undo log to all pmem variables that

were updated in the transactions.

We randomly crash the data structure benchmarks, and measure

the average recovery overhead. As shown in Figure 9, the recovery

latency of Clobber-NVM and PMDK are similar. Most of their recov-

ery latency is spent on pool managements. PMDK showsmarginally

lower recovery overhead on bptree, rbtree and skiplist, but Clobber-

NVM recovers slightly faster on hashmap. When most of writes

in a interrupted transaction are not clobber writes, Clobber-NVM

would have less and shorter clobber_log entries recorded. And if

the latency of re-execution on the interrupted transaction is small,

Clobber-NVM is likely to have lower recovery overhead.

5.6 Memcached

Memcached [44] is a production-quality key-value store. It is al-

ready integrated with Mnemosyne [45], and we modified its volatile

version to use both PMDK and Clobber-NVM. Memcached is con-

sists of a server side and a client side. We used the tool memslap [38]

as the client to generate a stream of Memcached requests according

to a desired distribution. We used 4 client threads, which gener-

ated requests with uniformly distributed 16-byte keys and 64-byte

values.

We experimented with 4 types of workloads: insertion-intensive

(95% insertion / 5% search), insertion-most (75% insertion / 25%

search), search-most (25% insertion / 75% search), and search-intensive

(5% insertion / 95% search). As shown in Figure 10, Clobber-NVM

outperforms PMDK and Menmosyne on all workloads. Clobber-

NVM’s clobber_log entry count is always smaller than redo/undo

log entry count. And the per transaction v_log is less expensive. It

outperforms PMDK and Menmosyne more on more insert intensive

workloads, because PMDK and Menmosyne require more log en-

tries. On more search intensive workloads, more operations do not

involve logging mechanisms. Clobber-NVM’s performance gain is

smaller. But the longer read path of redo-log based system result in

lower performance of Menmosyne compared to both Clobber-NVM

and PMDK.

Clobber-NVM provides up to 2.5× of Menmosyne’s throughput

and 1.8× of PMDK’s throughput on single thread workloads. How-

ever, older versions of memcached were notorious for exhibiting

poor scaling due to coarse-grain locking [16, 42]. Therefore, we re-

place the exclusive lock in its original code with spinlock and reader-

writer lock. As expected, spinlock works better for insert-intensive

workloads, and reader-writer lock provides better scalablility for

search intensive workloads.

5.7 Vacation

We also evaluated the STAMP benchmark suite’s vacation applica-

tion [8] performance with Clobber-NVM, PMDK and Mnemosyne.

Vacation simulates the transactions of a travel agency, and transac-

tions span several tables simulating travel booking reservations.

Vacation is consists of four tables. Similar to prior implemen-

tations [28] [55], we persist the tables in persistent memory, and

leave the client threads in volatile memory. The tables are originally

implemented on red-black trees. Here, we also replace it with an

AVLtree implemented in the STAMP suite [8] to show the appli-

cations performance on a different underlying data structure. The

database has 100000 records of each reservation item. The workload

is consisted by 99% of item reservation of cancellation, and the rest

create or destroy items. We adjust the number of queries per task to

create different workloads. Again, we use No-log as the baseline.

Figure 11 shows that No-log, PMDK, and Clobber-NVM performs

17%, 9% and 7% better on avltree version compared to the red-black

tree version, indicating that the undo log entries (and clobber_log

entries) are data structure dependent, but the v_log entries in

vacation are the same across different underlying data structures.

Because the number of queries per task indicate the propotion

of read in one transaction, the logging overhead of PMDK and

Clobber-NVM decreases when the number of queries per task in-

creases. When the query number is six, PMDK and Clobber-NVM’s

overhead is 74% and 68%, respectively. We also find that, v_log size

increases as the read propotion increases. Therefore, Clobber-NVM

outperforms PMDK more with less number of queries per task.

Since Mnemosyne is a redo-log based system, its logging overhead

increases as the number of queries per task increases. Its overhead

compared to the No-log baseline increases from 176% to 200%.

5.8 Yada

Yada, also from the STAMP suite [8], is a volatile mesh refinement

application. It implements Ruppert’s algorithm for Delaunay mesh

refinement [50]. The input mesh is refined so that it has a certain

minimum angle. We use the data files ttimeu10000.2 provided in the

STAMP suite as input, which is consisted of 19998 elements. Here,

we compare Clobber-NVM performance with PMDK performance.

Again, No-log is the baseline performance in which the applica-

tion is running without any logging mechanisms. We persist the

graph that stores all the mesh triangles, the set that contains the

mesh boundary segments, and the task queue that holds the trian-

gles that need to be refined. We set the angle constraining from 15

degrees to 30 degrees, and show each version of Yada performances.

Figure 12 shows that, on all angle constraints, PMDK imposes

about 42% overhead compared to No-log version. Clobber-NVM

reduces the overhead to about 27%. Because Yada is more compute

intensive compared to key-value stores. The logging overhead on

Yada is low. Therefore, the potential optimization space of Clobber-

NVM is small.
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ing

5.9 Optimization Effectiveness

Clobber-NVM compiler passes identify potential clobber writes. In

order to reduce the overhead introduced by conservative identi-

fication, Clobber-NVM performs additional dependency analysis

propagation to remove false clobber candidates, as introduced in

Section 4.4. We show performance improvement by avoiding re-

dundant clobber_log on the four data structures and three appli-

cations in Figure 13.

On the four data structures, skiplist shows the most performance

improvement of up to 15%. We find that the compiler pass removes

two clobber candidates out of five, end up requiring only three

clobber_log entries per transactions. On memcached workloads,

the one consisted by 95% insert and 5% search requests improves the

most, to 15%. As can be expected, the avoided clobber_log entries

are on the write request path. The unoptimized version incurs up

to 32% more clobber_log entries and 47% more bytes. Among

the three STAMP applications, Yada shows the most performance

improvement. It improves its performance by 2.4%, and reduces its

clobber_log frequency by 36%.

The effectiveness of compiler optimization pass is application

and workload dependent, we expect one application to benefit from

the optimizations when:

• Its transaction is long, and is consisted mostly by writes.

• Its memory accesses follows certain patterns. For example,

it updates and reads an address at each iteration of a loop.

• Its latency is mainly imposed by the logging.

5.10 Compile Time Overhead

Clobber-NVM relies on compiler analysis and instrumentation. In

this experiment, we show the compile time overhead of Clobber-

NVM. We compare the compilation latency of Clobber-NVM with

Clang-7.0.0. Figure 14 shows the compile latency of four data struc-

tures and three applications.

The compile overhead is similar among four data structures,

Clobber-NVM adds 29% latency on average. Clobber-NVM takes

55% longer than Clang on memcached. The higher compilation

latency is because we compile all files of memcached projects with

Clobber-NVM compiler, while only compile the files that has pmem

accesses in data structure benchmarks. With more accurate identi-

fications of memcached pmem accesses, the compilation latency is

expected to be lower. The STAMP applications also show higher

compilation overhead. Since in these applications, pmem accesses

are spread across relatively more files, the code analysis and instru-

mentation also takes longer.

6 RELATED WORK

Researchers have proposedmanyNVM-optimized data structures [6,

11, 22, 47, 54, 60], and the architecture community has been work-

ing on better hardware support for failure-atomicity [3, 14, 24, 34,

35, 53]. Recently, the research community has also focused on using

persistent memory for specific applications [7, 39]. For example,

researchers [39] proposed creating failure atomic GPU kernels by

leveraging idempotence to reduce logging cost, taking advantage

of the necessary copies used for GPU kernel execution. However,

high efficiency general purpose libraries based on commodity hard-

ware is still an open research area. Undo log approach includes

NV-heaps [10], Atlas [5], and PMDK-v1.4 [48]. Mnemosyne [55]

SoftWrAP [23] and NVthread [10] relies on redo logs. Undo-logging
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Figure 13: Optimization effectiveness on data structures and applications
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Figure 14: Compile latency on data structures and applica-

tions

systems usually requires expensive ordering fences at least pro-

portional to the number of contiguous data ranges modified in

each transaction. In contrast, redo-logging implementations gen-

erally require fewer ordering fences regardless of the transaction

size. However, their load interposition and load redirection to up-

dated NVM addresses slows down read speed and increases system

complexity.

A number of systems were proposed to optimize redo/undo sys-

tems by maintaining a shadow copy of working set during runtime.

Kamino-Tx [43] relies on dual NVM copies to achieve memory per-

sistence. Romulus [13] uses a volatile redo-log with a shadow copy

in NVM. Both DudeTM [41] and NV-HTM [4] uses a persistent redo-

log with shadow copy stored in DRAM. PMThread [58] maintains a

DRAM copy and an additional NVM copy. All of these approaches

at least double the memory consumption of the application as at

least two copies of the data are maintained. Clobber-NVM only

have log entries during an update operation, the additional space

overhead will usually be even much smaller than conventional redo

and undo log systems.

Currently, NVM failure-atomicity systems have operation se-

mantics that rely on either lock-inferred failure atomic sections

(FASEs) [5, 29, 33, 42], classical transactions [4, 41, 43, 55] or pro-

grammer delineated transaction boundarywith a proper lock scheme [23,

48]. Several recent works optimize scalability by relaxing the tradi-

tional ACID semantics. Pisces [26] exploits snapshot isolation on

persistent memory, and TimeStone [36] provides three isolation

levels to user and achieves higher concurrency on more relaxed

isolation model. Compared to these libraries, we target applications

that require full ACID semantics.

A recent line of works provide better performance by only ensure

periodic persistence [47] [11] [58]. By periodic persistence, their

consistency guarantees is made at per-epoch granularity, as oppose

to per failure-atomic operation in Clobber-NVM and most other

systems [5, 42, 48, 55]. In these periodic persistence systems, after

failure, persistent data will be recovered to the state of the last

completed epoch.

In JUSTDO [33] and iDO [42] logging, the system recovers by re-

suming execution of the interrupted failure-atomic section. JUSTDO

logs and persists the program counter, the to-be-updated address,

and the value to be written before each store happens. Because

of the high cost to operate on conventional machines, JUSTDO

assumes it will work on a machine with persistent cache. Its succes-

sor, iDO logging, avoids logging before individual stores by using

compiler-support to identify idempotent regions and instruments

adds logging at their boundaries (almost all idempotent regions

contain fewer than 4 writes). iDO logs and persists program state -

registers, live stack variables, and the program counter. Clobber-

NVM is different from JUSTDO and iDO primarily in its use of

clobber logging, which restarts the entire transaction from the be-

ginning, instead of at an intermediate logging point. Therefore,

Clobber-NVM logging overhead is, in general, significantly lower

than both these systems, as their logged state at each logging point

is much larger than Clobber-NVM’s, and they always require more

logging points [42]. Clobber-NVM also supports volatile data usage

in transaction, which is generally not supported by these systems.

In JUSTDO, use of volatile data and cache values in registers are

forbidden during transaction execution, and iDO does not allow

volatile heap usage during a failure atomic section while maintain-

ing the stack in NVM to reduce logging cost.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper describes Clobber-NVM, a system that recovers by re-

executing interrupted transactions. Clobber-NVM leverages com-

piler analysis to identify necessary log entries, and automatically

adds logging for selected variables Ð clobber input addresses and

non-local volatile variables Ð at compile time. At recovery, inter-

rupted transactions roll back to the prior-execution state by apply-

ing the clobber_log and v_log, then roll forward to a consistent

after-execution state. Compared with existing NVM user-level li-

braries, Clobber-NVM simplifies the logging system and reduces

runtime overhead. Our evaluation shows that Clobber-NVM signif-

icantly improves performance compared to state-of-the-art failure-

atomic libraries.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

This artifact description provides information to build Clobber-

NVM and run its evaluations. It includes four data structures and

three applications, as evaluated in Section 5. In this appendix, we

first describe the the hardware/software requirements for building

and running the experiments. Next, we introduce the datasets used

in evaluating Clobber-NVM, and then outline the necessary steps

to run the experiments from Section 5. Finally, we explain how to

read the evaluation results. Note that the artifacts do not depend

on NVMM to enable functional reproduction. However, our evalua-

tions were performed on the specific hardware detailed in Section

5.1. We expect other hardware may introduce different results.

A.2 Artifact Check-List (Meta-information)

• Algorithm: Clobber log and v_log.

• Program: Clobber-NVM’s library (compiler and runtimes),

four data structures (Clobber-NVM, PMDK,Atlas andMnemosyne

versions), Memcached v-1.2.5 (Clobber-NVM and PMDK

versions), Memcached v-1.2.4 (Mnemosyne version), vaca-

tion (Clobber-NVM, PMDK and Mnemosyne versions), yada

(Clobber-NVM and PMDK versions).

• Compilation: GNU C/C++ and LLVM Clang compilers.

• Data set: Traces from YCSB, Mnemosyne and STAMP.

• Runtime environment: See Section 5.1 for details.

• Hardware: The evaluation results can be reproduced by

running the experiments on a machine equipped with at

least 24 physical cores per socket and 32 GB of memory to

run all experiments.

• Execution: See A.4 and A.5 for details.

• Metrics: Performance of data structures, Memcached, va-

cation and yada. Performance breakdown of data structures.

• Output: Performance of data structures, Memcached, vaca-

tion and yada. Performance breakdown of data structures.

• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (ap-

proximately)?: The experiments are ready to run in about

40 minutes.

• How much time is needed to complete experiments

(approximately)?: About 6 hours to run all the experi-

ments.

• Publicly available?: Code, datasets, tools, and benchmarks

are publicly available.

• Archived (provide DOI)?: 10.5281/zenodo.4322233

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to Access. The artifacts are publicly available through

Zenodo archival repository. You can access the code by using its

DOI.

A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies. We have evaluated Clobber-NVM’s

performance using the testbed from Section 5.1. The evaluations,

however, only require 24 physical cores per socket and 32 GB of

NVMM. In absence of access to real NVMM (e.g., Intel Optane

DC), you need to reserve 32 GB of memory to emulate NVMM (see

https://pmem.io/2016/02/22/pm-emulation.html for instructions).

A.3.3 Software Dependencies. We have evaluated Clobber-NVM

on Ubuntu 18.04, with GNU 7.3.1, and LLVM 7.0.0. Run ./deps.sh

to install main dependencies. You may need root permission to in-

stall some libraries. Run sudo mnemosyne-gcc/usermode/library

/pmalloc/include/alps/install-dep to install Mnemosyne de-

pendencies. You can also install them manually.

• PMDK and its dependencies: autoconf, pkg-config, libndctl-

dev, libdaxctl-dev, libjemalloc-dev

• Atlas and its dependencies: LLVM clang-3.9, ruby, libboost-

graph-dev

• Mnemosyne and its dependency: scons

• Memcached and its dependencies: libevent-dev, memslap

driver

• jemalloc, autogen, numactl, libconfig-dev, libelf-dev.

• CMake, build-essential, uuid-dev, libz-dev

A.3.4 Data Sets. Clobber-NVM’s performance tests use traces

from YCSB (workload: Load) to measure throughput of benchmark

data structures. It uses the publicly available memslap as the client

to generate a stream of Memcached requests. It also uses the work-

loads from STAMP suites. The vacation benchmark generates its

input datasets randomly. The yada benchmark uses a sample input.

The data sets are either publicly available or can be generated by

publicly available code. They are all included in the artifact.

A.4 Installation

Clobber-NVM is a joint compiler/runtime library. It uses make for

the compilation of both the compiler and runtime components.

Use the build script build.sh to build the compiler component of

Clobber-NVM using the GNU C/C++ compiler, and the runtime/li-

brary component of Clobber-NVM using LLVM Clang compiler.

You will need root permission at this step. Check the build.sh

script for instructions on building a specific component.

$ cd Clobber-NVM

$ ./build.sh

Also, make sure to have a NVMMfile-systemmounted at /mnt/ram.

A.5 Experiment Workflow

There are two ways to run experiments. You can choose to run

the experiments altogether by running the script ./run_all.sh,

or customize and run individual experiments, as suggested in the

README files. There are separate scripts to run benchmarks in each

category.

A.5.1 Running Experiments Altogether. Run the following com-

mands run the experiments of Clobber-NVM altogether.

$ cd Clobber-NVM

$ ./run_all.sh

The script dumps the evaluation results in Clobber-NVM/fig*.csv.
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A.5.2 Running Individual Experiments. You can also configure and

run experiments individually, following the instructions in the

Clobber-NVM/README.md and README files under specific directo-

ries in the source repository.

A.6 Evaluation and Expected Result

Once you’ve ran the experiments as suggested above, you can

compare the outcome with the expected results. The key results,

as shown in Section 5, is obtained on the machine with the spe-

cific hardware configurations. Our experiments should be able to

successfully run benchmarks on machines without real NVMM

equipped. But the performance numbers collected on suchmachines

are expected to be different, given different underlying hardware.

Both PMDK and Clobber-NVM included are compatible with newer

PMDK versions. But the performance number are also expected to

change, given potentially different memory allocation and undo

log implementations.

The results are either reported in the Clobber-NVM/fig*.csv

files or printed to the screen. You can also check the redirected local

files for the screen output (see READMEs).

For the csv files, most numbers/parameters are self-explaining.

Check the scripts for detailed explanation if meanings of the num-

bers cannot be determined. For instance, below is the output for run-

ning skiplist with Clobber-NVM (Figure 6, reported in Clobber-NVM

/fig6.csv), where the data size is 256 bytes, the thread count is 1

thread and the average throughput across 5 runs is 181 Kops/sec.

clobber, skiplist, 1, 0, 256, 183226

clobber, skiplist, 1, 2, 256, 178963

clobber, skiplist, 1, 3, 256, 179784

clobber, skiplist, 1, 4, 256, 182346

clobber, skiplist, 1, 5, 256, 180285

For the results printed to the screen, most of their parameters

are also printed. For example, below is the output for running Yada

with Clobber-NVM (Figure 12). The angle constraint is 15 degree,

and the completion time is 1.538s.

Angle constraint = 15.000000

Reading input... done.

Initial number of mesh elements = 19998

Initial number of bad elements = 2931

Starting triangulation... done.

Elapsed time = 1.538

Final mesh size = 30158

Number of elements processed = 5062

Final mesh is valid.

A.7 Experiment Customization

Refer to the documentation under the benchmark directory in the

code repository for details on configuring the benchmarks.

A.8 Notes

The documentation (i.e., README files) that accompanies the source

code contains additional information for using the code as well as

further instructions on setting up and running the benchmarks.

A.9 Methodology

Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:

• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-ba

dging

• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20201122.html

• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20201122.html
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